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1.

A Message From Key School Bodies - Principal
Throughout 2019, Odyssey House Progressive Learning Centre
experienced a year of consolidation and change. We saw the
retirement of Principal Mr Ted Foster, followed by a brief
period of leadership with Ms Melise Sutton at the helm. The
key learning areas include:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

English - English Life Skills, Stage 6 Syllabus
Mathematics - Mathematics Life Skills, Stage 6 Syllabus
Art - Creative Arts Life Skills, Stage 6 Syllabus, Visual Arts
course
Choir - Creative Arts Life Skills, Stage 6 Syllabus, Music course
Computers - Technology Life Skills, Stage 6, Information Processes & Technology
course
Woodwork - Technology Life Skills, Stage 6, Industrial Technology course
Ceramics - Ceramics Content Endorsed Course, Stage 6
Work and the Community Life Skills Stage 6

Significantly, we aim to introduce new subject offerings in the coming year with the
possibility of vocational training being considered as well.
This annual report provides a snapshop of some of the successes of the last 12 months
interspersed with ambitious planning for the future.
PLC Highlights for 2019
•
•
•
•
•
•

Administered 138 WRAT (Wide Range Assessment Testing) screening tests to
students to determine entry level for educational programs
Attended four plays, three at the Roslyn Packer Theatre and one at the Sydney
Opera House
Facilitated three choir performances at Narellan BaptistCare
Delivered regular Art Therapy groups for the Detox students
Delivered eight Vocational Guidance groups for students, utilizing the DISC model
and a Self-Directed Search
Provided a woodwork market stall at Open Day

A very special thank you to the the CEO of Odyssey House, Ms Julie Babineau and the
Chair of the Board, Mr Doug Snedden for their tireless work and passion in helping those
who have fallen on hard times. Special recognition must also be acknowledged to the
School Advisory Committee who have offered invaluable insight and wisdom to assist in
the running of the school.
Peter Reuben
Principal
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2.

Contextual Information about the School and characteristics of the
student body
The Progressive Learning Centre (PLC) is the education unit at Odyssey House NSW, an
adult drug and alcohol residential rehabilitation program located at Eagle Vale, in
South Western Sydney. A second campus exists at Ingleburn. The PLC is registered by
the NSW Department of Education and Communities, through the New South Wales
Education Standards Authority (NESA), under the Education Act 1990 and is a member
of the Association of Independent Schools. The PLC delivers Stage 6 Life Skills syllabus,
which provides course options for students with special education needs who can not
access regular course outcomes.
Odyssey House NSW was founded in 1977 by Sydney businessman, Walter McGrath,
following the death of his son from a heroin overdose. As a testament to his son, Mr
McGrath committed himself to finding a program to help people suffering from
problems with drug dependences.
The school has a closed enrolment policy; allowing only those who are referred to the
program to attend. The Principal of the school is delegated authority by the Board of
Odyssey House and reports to the School Advisory Committee as a sub-committee of
the Board. There are, however, avenues for interested bodies and students to have
input into the running of Odyssey House. There are scheduled Family Information
Days throughout the year when family and loved ones are invited to lunch, attend
seminars, and are given the opportunity to ask questions and discuss concerns in a
relaxed, friendly atmosphere.
Students are involved in satisfaction surveys throughout the year where students are
actively encouraged to evaluate and make comment on all educational activities that
they undertake and submit these to the teachers delivering the courses. Their
responses are collated and analysed to monitor the effectiveness of the education
service. A report on the findings is published bi-annually. These reports are analysed
by staff to determine the need to make any adjustments to the program to improve its
effectiveness.
All residents in the Odyssey House program are enrolled into the school and therefore
share our vision, mission and values.
Our vision: A world free of addiction.
Our mission: To build safe and healthy communities by reducing the impact of
addiction on individuals, families, carers and communities.
Our values:
Professionalism - We are committed to excellence by maintaining our professional
boundaries and fulfilling responsibilities in an accountable, inclusive and objective
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manner.
Creativity - We trust in our limitless potential.
Respect - We demonstrate consideration and regard for the feelings, beliefs and
rights of others.
Integrity - We act with honesty and adhere to consistent moral and ethical values and
principles through our personal and professional behaviours.
Our students have come from
varying backgrounds and
ethnicities, but all share the desire
to have a fresh start. Many have
not been equipped to cope with
the school system and have
developed associated problems.
The Progressive Learning Centre
affords these students another
chance to effectively participate in
the school system.
The Education Unit at Odyssey House (the PLC) provides a window of opportunity to
address these needs. The PLC is dynamic and innovative in its approach and is
accommodating of all students, as the traditional school system has not effectively
catered for our students. It is a mandatory requirement that all students who are
enrolled at the Progressive Learning Centre are aged 18 years and over and the
program is completely residential.
All of our teaching programs are designed to build trust, enhance self-esteem,
encourage self-expression and develop self-identity. Our aim is to promote the
personal growth of each individual as they journey through their education so that
they may flourish.
In our educational programming, implementation and evaluation we have married the
objectives of Secondary Education with the aim of the Therapeutic Community. We
have achieved this by developing specialised programs which meet the needs of our
students and by providing these programs at the therapeutically optimum stage. The
PLC plays a significant role in facilitating personal growth to effect this outcome.
While all courses address NESA syllabus outcomes they also provide the opportunity
for the students to develop new skills and a greater sense of confidence.
In this way, the Progressive Learning Centre provides education for a group
marginalised by society. During 2019, 354 people were admitted into the residential
rehabilitation program for treatment which incorporates an educational component.
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•
•
•
•
•

Characteristics of the Student Body
Students enter the program via the following means:
Court stipulation
Drug court stipulation (MERIT program – Magistrates Early Release into Treatment
Program)
Probation and Parole referral
Family pressure (voluntary)
Self referral (voluntary)
Students participate in an Assessment Phase where their suitability to engage in the
Odyssey House program is determined. All students are accommodated by the PLC
regardless of disability or medical condition.
Gender
The composition of the 354 residents in the student body is demonstrated below with
94 Females and 260 males enrolled throughout the year, which is comprised of 26.6%
female and 73.4% male.
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Age
The average age of the residents upon enrolment is 34.7 years of age, with the
average of females being 34.4 years and males 34.9 years. This creates a vibrant
community with students of varying backgrounds and ethnicity.

Age

No of Residents

18-24

53

25-30

80

31-35

64

36-40

63

41-45

42

46-50

33

51-65

19

Throughout 2019, 16 indigenous students were enrolled in the PLC which accounts for
4.5% of the total enrolments in that year.
Students’ participation in the education program is determined by education
assessment, their treatment plan, therapists’ recommendations, case reviews, and self
assessment. Continued enrolment in the education program is dependant upon the
students’ health and behaviour in the treatment program although, so students may
also withdraw.
The mean time for a student to attend the PLC is 63.8 days and the median is 19 days.
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3.

Student Outcomes in Standardised National Literacy and Numeracy
Testing
As Odyssey House PLC is registered for stage 6 and at this stage predominantly offers
Life Skills courses, it does not have accreditation for presenting candidates for the
Higher School Certificate. The PLC does not participate in the National Literacy and
Numeracy testing (NAPLAN) as it is not appropriate for students at Odyssey House
who are studying Stage 6 subjects.
On admission each resident is assessed over a four to six week period to ascertain
their suitability for the program. This assessment includes a Wide Range Achievement
Test (WRAT) to determine if they need remedial education. At the conclusion of this
Assessment Phase a Treatment Plan is formulated and educational goals are set.
Every five weeks students complete an evaluation of each education course in which
they have participated. These course evaluations measure the extent to which the PLC
is successful in meeting its objectives using nine indicators. The quantitative and
qualitative evaluations also evidence the benefits each resident gains from courses
undertaken.
Consistent with the philosophy of
a self help program, students are
continually required to monitor
their own educational progress
which is documented in a variety
of ways and at regular intervals.
Curriculum outcomes are set and
assessed for each subject area
taught on a five weekly basis.
Certificates of Attainment are
presented to students who meet
these requirements.
On entry each student is assessed on a Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT 5). The
WRAT-5 is a test of academic skills necessary for effective learning, communication
and thinking. It is designed for individuals aged 5 to 85+ years of age and assists in the
determination of learning ability and disability and in identifying the learning needs of
students.
WRAT-5 Test Structure
The WRAT-5 provides derived scores and interpretive information for four subtests:
• Word Reading measures untimed letter identification and word recognition. The
examinee reads aloud a list of letters/words
• Sentence Comprehension measures the ability to identify the meaning of words and
to comprehend the ideas and information in a sentence using an untimed modified
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close procedure. Each item requires the examinee to read (aloud or silently) a
sentence with a word missing, and then say the word that best completes the
sentence
• Spelling measures an individual's ability to write letters and words from dictation
without a time limit
• Maths Computation measures an individual's ability to count, identify numbers,
solve simple oral maths problems, and calculate written maths problems with a time
limit. Problems are presented in a range of domains, including arithmetic, algebra,
geometry, and advanced operations
• A Reading Composite score is created by combining the Word Reading and Sentence
Comprehension standard scores.
It provides an evaluation of word reading, sentence comprehension, spelling, and
mathematics skills and allows the generation of percentiles, school grade
equivalencies, and descriptive classifications based on the standardised norms for
English speaking people of particular age groups.
All students have a Individualised Learning Plan.
4.

Senior Secondary Outcomes (Student Achievement)
The PLC does not have accreditation to award the Higher School Certificate. All classes
are ungraded. We have no year 12 students. However, we continuely evaluate our
course outcomes to assist in evaluating the curriculum we deliver.
The course evaluations measure the extent to which the PLC is successful in meeting
its objectives using the following indicators:
1. Develop students’ knowledge, skills and attitudes
2. Provide students’ with positive educational experiences
3. Develop students’ skills in communicating, making decisions and/or solving
problems
4. Improve students’ ability to express themselves
5. Improve students’ confidence in the task undertaken
6. Students feel better about themselves as a result of participating in the PLC
course
7. Students receive positive role modelling from PLC staff
8. Students feel better equiped to stay in Odyssey House
9. Students rating the importance of the PLC courses in the program
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Effectiveness of PLC courses

Sample Number = 279
Mean = 4.65
Highest rating =

4.79

(Qu.9)

Lowest rating =

4.58

(Qu.3&6)

Of the 279 student evaluations completed during this reporting period, it is rewarding to
note that the PLC objective which received the highest rating was that students believe
that the PLC classes play an important part in the overall Odyssey House Program (4.79
on a 5 point Likert scale) – the next highest objective was that students believed that the
PLC staff provided positive role modelling for them (4.73). Both results have shown
improvement from last year.
These results indicate that students place a high value on the importance of PLC classes
and respect the staff members who deliver them.
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5.

Teacher Professional Learning, Accreditation and Qualifications
Teacher Standards
There are six teachers employed in the PLC. Three of these teachers are employed fulltime and three are employed on a part time basis.
Five of the teachers have teacher qualifications from a higher education institution
within Australia. The one teacher who lacks formal teacher qualifications has a
Masters degree in her subject area (Ceramics), works one day per week and has more
than 30 years teaching experience at Odyssey House. The Principal has a Masters
degree in Teaching. (Refer Theme 6 for Qualifications).
The staffing of the PLC has been very stable facilitating continuity in service delivery.
The length of service of teaching staff at Odyssey House ranges from 1 – 30+ years.
Category

Number of
Teachers

Teachers having teacher education qualifications from a higher institution
within Australia or as recognised within the National Office of Overseas Skills
Recognition (AEI_NOOSR) guidelines, or

5

Teachers having a bachelor degree from a higher education institution within
Australia or one recognised within the AEI-NOOSR guidelines, or

1

Professional Learning
All Odyssey House staff
receive internal training each
year. Expert external
providers are engaged to
deliver training which is
pertinent to professionals
working with substance
misuse students. Odyssey
House also hosts a one day
forum each year during Drug
Action Week where papers
are presented on the latest
research findings and
programs operating in our
field.
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Description of Professional Learning Activity

6.

No of Teachers
Participating

Infection Control Training

6

Practical Fire Training

5

Food Handling

5

Senior First Aid – Resuscitation Certificate

5

Keeping Children and Young People Safe

5

Annual staff retreat / Strategic Plan Training Day /
Therapeutic Community
Mental Health

4

English Syllabus

2

Risk Management

2

Proficient Teacher Orientation

1

HSC Marking Brief

1

Computer software training

1

3

Workforce Composition
There are six teaching staff employed within the Progressive Learning Centre. There
are three full time teachers and three part time teachers (2x 0.8 and 0.2)
Full-time Teachers
Principal: BSc, MChiro, MTeach, Senior First Aid Cert
TAS Teacher: Bachelor Design &Technology, Bachelor Education (Sec), Fitting &
Machining Trade, Cert IV Workplace Assessment and Training, Senior First Aid Cert
Visual Arts Teacher: Bachelor Art (Humanities)/ Bachelor Teaching (Secondary),
Cert. IV Workplace Assessment and Training, Senior First Aid Cert.
Part-time teachers
Computer/Maths Teacher: Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Teaching, Certificate 1 –
Computing; Senior First Aid Cert
English Teacher: Bachelor Primary Education (Honours), Diploma Community Services
Ceramics Teacher: Dip (Creative Arts), M.F.A
NB: There are no Indigenous teaching staff.
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7.

Student Attendance and Retention Rates and Post-School Destinations in Secondary
Schools
All classes are ungraded and students do not sit for any external examinations. Our
students are in fulltime care and therefore attend the appropriate classes unless they
are sick or have medical or legal appointments, such as court appearances, which they
must attend. As such, management of non attendance is not an issue for our school.
The average student attendance for 2019 was 99.4%
All students are on Individual Education Plans so that non-attendance due to court,
medical appointments, illness, etc do not adversely affect the completion of their
courses.
Post-School Destinations
Odyssey House Progressive Learning Centre provides a Vocational Guidance Program
for all students in Level 3 of the Odyssey House residential program. This course has
played a significant role in assisting graduates of the program to gain employment.
The course assists graduates to find employment which is suited to their personality
type and will not be a relapse cue for them. This is extremely important for our
students as if they gain employment which does not suit them, or places them at risk,
they are likely to relapse. Some of our graduates enrol in training courses for the first
time in their lives while others gain employment for the first time.
During 2019, 13 students graduated the Odyssey House Program.
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8. Enrolment Policies
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9. Other School Policies
The aim of the Progressive Learning Centre is to provide educational and social
experiences which foster personal growth, empowering students to effectively
participate in the wider community.
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Student Welfare Policy
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17

18

Discipline Policy

19

20

21

Policies for Complaints and Grievances Resolution
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10. School Determined Priority Areas for Improvement

AREA

PRIORITIES
Staff Development

Opportunities for staff development were
limited throughout 2019 due to two changes
in school leadership and the limitations in
collegiality as there is such a small number of
teachers. Each first day of term will now be
allocated to staff development.

Teaching

A more thorough approach to individualised
learning plans will be implemented with more
testing to be completed.
New initiatives are to be investigated
incorporating more subjects (Food
Technology, PDHPE and Work and the
Community) and VET Courses (Business Cert
II, Hospitality CertII and Horticulture Cert II).

Facilities

Opening of more classrooms and planning a
Wellness Centre with the prospect of
introducing PDHPE and Food Technology.

Resources

Updated classrooms are being planned with
the introduction of more diagnostic testing.

Community Involvement

Community involvement is limited due to the
nature of the Progressive Learning Centre
being a Rehabilitation Centre. Market days
may become a possibility as well as the
continued involvement of the school choir
performing at aged care facilities and
attending drama productions.
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11. Initiatives Promoting Respect and Responsibility
Odyssey House is a Therapeutic Community where respect and responsibility are the
cornerstones of Therapeutic Communities. The Odyssey House Therapeutic Community is
structured in levels through which the students must progress. The movement through
these levels is only possible by demonstrating respect for others and taking on increasing
amounts of responsibility.
Each level through which the students progresses has a specific focus aimed at increasing
respect and responsibility.
Students are responsible for many reponsibilities within the organisation – cooking,
cleaning, gardening, reception, provision of stationery and toiletries, supervision of visits,
escorts for appointments; and in level 4 of the program they have a four month
“commitment” where they are expected to voluntarily work for the program in respect
for what the program has contributed to them. Thus respect and responsibility are
concepts which are inherent in every aspect of the running of the program including the
education unit.

12.

Parent, Student and Teacher Satisfaction

Parent satisfaction is not applicaple to our situation as all students attending the PLC are
over the age of 18 and are in residential rehabilitation. Odyssey House acts in loco
parentis. However, regular feedback is given internally to medical and therapeutic staff of
student/resident progress.
Student satisfaction however is paramount. As most of our students have engaged in
rehabilitation whilst at Odyssey House, many of them have had limited previous
schooling, therefore the education unit must not only meet their educational needs, but
also their psychological needs in order for them to be willing to attend and participate.
There are three main ways we determine student satisfaction:reputation of the PLC
written comments for Self Evaluations, Case reviews and PLC Course Evaluations
the Odyssey House grievance procedure
The reputation of the PLC is overwhelmingly positive. Students refer other students to
classes, give teachers suggestions regarding who they think would benefit from classes
and make enquiries regarding their expected participation. Upon completing courses
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students are awarded Certificates of Achievement at the weekly assembly and speak
about the benefits they have gained from completing the course. Thus students hear
about the benefits from participation directly from their peers. PowerPoint presentations
are shown to the whole of Odyssey House staff and students During our General Meeting
(whole school assembly) to show off their computer skills gained. Students from both
Woodwork and Visual Arts will also often show their creative projects during this time
and then be encouraged to give to their loved ones.
Teacher satisfaction is assessed in three ways:Staff Appraisals
Student Evaluation of Courses
Supervision
All staff of the PLC complete a major annual appraisal. These appraisals convey each staff
member’s goals, achievements, inservice training and constructive criticisms which are
then discussed with the Principal before final signing off by both parties.
Student evaluations of courses occur twice each term. Teachers collect and collate the
statistical data from the evaluations which is presented in a bi-annual evaluation of the
PLC’s effectiveness. This allows staff to measure the ongoing effectiveness of their
teaching and course content and contributes to teachers sense of achievement and
satisfaction. All PLC staff attend supervision on an individual basis with the Principal in
order to review aims, goals, resolve difficulties and ensure work satisfaction.
13. Summary Financial Information
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14. Publication Requirements
Odyssey House Progressive Learning Centre, is committed to publicly disclose all
information regarding education, services and activities (including the Annual Report) on
the internet through the Odyssey House website (www.odysseyhouse.com.au).
Odyssey House PLC will provide this information, on request, to a person who is
responsible for a student and is unable to access the internet.
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